Pattern #1573

Pattern Name: Star Flower

Category: Floral and Botanical / All over sheet pattern

Border: Miscellaneous / No border

Additional Information:

Shown on a 12” ewer and basin. The printed mark SPODE is found on the back. This Spode pattern, # P830 in DrakardHoldway2002, was introduced c. 1815. It is shown with a gadroon edge on p. 227 -- a shape that did not come into use until about 1822. A second ewer and basin with gadroon edge is shown on p. 300; however, the handle is quite different from the one seen here. Shown as an additional example of this pattern in another color is a dessert dish printed in a grayish green with both a printed and impressed mark that are not available here. Hallidays2012, p. 82, illustrates and describes a Spode Star Flower Oyster Pan completely covered with the pattern inside and outside. The impressed and printed SPODE marks are shown. It dates to c. 1825.

Body Type: Earthenware

Print Process: Underglaze Tissue Printed

Color: Blue, Green
Maker:
Spode
1770–1833
Stoke-on-Trent
Staffordshire
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Additional

Maker’s Mark:
TEXT-Printed

SPODE